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Abstract. Every single company or institution wants to utilize its resources in the most eﬃcient way and one of the most important resources
is knowledge. In the paper, a new SocLaKE system is introduced. It exploits the social network existing within the organization together with
information about expertise of community members to recommend the
best way to get the answer over the chains of acquaintances. The explanation how the system recommends people and experiments on the
sample social network are presented as well.
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Introduction

In everyday life of every organization, employees ask hundreds of questions and
face hundreds of problems. Some of them might be answered quickly owing to
guides, forums or content available on intranet or internet web pages, etc. However, very often there are some questions, to which it is hard to ﬁnd any answer.
For that reason, employees usually communicate with the company help desk,
oﬃce supervisors, etc. waiting for answer or assistance. This so-called ”oﬃcial
way” often costs much time and energy. Moreover, it provides no solution in
many cases. Hence, the crucial problem within many medium-sized and large
organizations is to simplify and speed-up the whole process of ﬁnding the right
answers to inquiries which occur during the daily work.
”Ask your friends for help” is one of the most common advices one can be
given. Maybe your friends already know the answer and will provide you with
it? If not, maybe they know someone else who faced the same problem, solved
it and now, they may contact you with this person? If your friends cannot help
you, then they probably will ask their friends for assistance. In this way, the
question is passed along until the satisfying response is found. Why do people
do this? Because they are much more likely to help their acquaintances rather
than strangers even though their expertise is out of scope of the question. Hence,
this approach is based on the rather obvious sociological phenomenon. Namely,
if people have a problem that they cannot solve by themselves, they look for
help from their friends.
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Standard communication systems used within companies, like e-mail or IM,
do not contain any explicit information about social relationships. On the other
hand, it is possible to extract the data about communication from the messages
transferred inside the company’s network or the calls being made within it [1,
5]. Moreover, people get into relationships during common activities, while solving tasks, developing projects, participating in meetings, etc. Information about
these is often stored in the organizational IT systems. The data about communication and common activities can be used to create a multi-layered social
network of the company employees [12].
In this paper we present a new system which uses this social network to
improve the communication processes. It boosts query propagation by means of
recommendation of some acquaintances who are either likely to provide the right
explanation or know some other persons who may know the answer.
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Related Work

The number of diﬀerent knowledge management systems continuously grows [20,
4]. Unfortunately, the main source of knowledge for KMS are documents which
require advanced analysis of natural language in order to retrieve knowledge of
good quality [16]. The next issue is the commonly dynamic nature of knowledge; information cannot be treated as static, always accurate and up to date
[14, 4]. A peerless source of knowledge are human experts. The ability to ﬁnd
suitable experts or relevant artifacts created by them is crucial for any modern
organization [13]. However, ﬁnding an expert is a diﬃcult task and it depends
on knowledge artifacts (written statements, documents, reports, etc.) gathered
by the organization [1].
Also a specialized recommender systems may be treated as KMS. Recommender systems (RS) have being developed since the middle 90’s. Traditional
RSs are used in various types of e-commerce and news services [15, 17]. The
main goal of the recommender system is to provide a list of objects matching
user needs [11]. Speciﬁc type of RSs are systems, which recommend people - social matching systems (SMS). Using social connections between humans in SN,
the recommender system suggests to user ux some other SN members with a
similar proﬁle [12]. An example of such existing solution is presented in [8].
For the last few decades, social networks (SN) have been intensively studied
by computer scientists. Recently, a large number of publications, commercial
implementations and theoretical models exist [6, 18, 21]. The general deﬁnition
of a social network is as follows: a ﬁnite set of individuals, who are the nodes of
SN, together with relations between them, which are represented by edges of the
network. An example of the usage of SN within the expert ﬁnding problem is
Constellation - an application, which supports expert ﬁnding by social network
visualization [9]. However, to exploit all the information from the social network
structure a little more than social matching or simple visualization is required.
To achieve it the social query model (SQM) has been proposed. it supports
decentralized answer search by routing queries through a social network [3, 2].
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Dispersed search algorithm treats SN as a set of potential experts who anyone
can ask a question. In SQM, eﬀectiveness of the routing policy is measured by
the probability of retrieving the correct answer. SQM takes into consideration
such factors as: an expertise level, correctness, response rate and general policy
[3, 2], see Section 4.1 for some details.
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General Concept of SocLaKE

Query propagation in the social network can be deﬁned as spreading a query
from an asker down the path of friends and colleagues. This process is often
used by people to ﬁnd an answer to the question when they do not know a
competent expert directly.
Some basic features of query propagation can be distinguished. Firstly, the
query is propagated by such means of communication like phone call, email, text
messages or face-to-face talk. Secondly, the way the query is spread in the social
network depends only on local knowledge of the nodes. There is no central place
from which a query is routed. People passing the query do not consult anyone
asking who they should send their request to. Thirdly, there are two aspects by
which people decide who to ask questions: substantial and social. Both of them
are equally important. People often prefer to ask a question someone they have
good relations with rather than the expert they do not know well or not at all
[19]. This is a social phenomena of many human activities.
Based on the idea of query propagation over the social network, the system
called Social Latent Knowledge Explorator (SocLaKE) was developed. The basic
concept of SocLaKE was presented in Figure 1. The SocLaKE system utilizes
various data about communication within the organization to extract the organizational social network. Main sources of such data are: email systems, internal
phone systems, and information about organization structure i.e. who works with
whom or who shares the same room. However, depending on the organization,
each IT legacy system and data related to interpersonal communication can be
used to extract the more accurate network of human relationships within the
organization.
After creating the initial social network SocLaKE needs to gather information
about areas of expertise of each member in the social network. All documents
starting from oﬃcial ones through notes, descriptions, forum discussions and
ending with the email contents can be used for this purpose. Additionally, once
again the organization structure can be utilize, i.e. the data about positions
occupied and workers’ responsibilities. Moreover, users themselves can provide
information about their areas of expertise.
Having the social network created and areas of expertise deﬁned, the SocLaKE
system has to compute a set of coeﬃcients which are needed to prepare recommendations. After that SocLaKE is ready to use, it means to support members
of the organization to solve their problems. For more details about appropriate
coeﬃcients see Sections 4.1, 4.2.
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Fig. 1. Social Latent Knowledge Explorator

The SocLaKE system may be embedded into regular organization systems
used for everyday work like email agents (Outlook, Thunderbird), web browsers
(IE, Firefox, Opera), instant messengers (ICQ, MSN), VoIP systems (Skype) so
users do not need to turn on any special application to ask their questions. They
can just type their request and send as an email or text in the instant messenger.
The SocLaKE system automatically analyzes the query and recognizes its domain. Obviously, if someone is concerned about privacy of the message, then the
system can be turned oﬀ. Based on the domain discovered and user relationships
maintained in the social network, SocLaKE step by step calculates the best route
to the expert. Next, the SocLaKE system generates a recommendation using its
built-in strategy, see Section 5 for some examples. The recommendation consists
of a list of friends from whom, according to the SocLaKE system, the user can
get support and ﬁnally the answer to a given query. If user decides to use one or
more recommendations from the list, SocLaKE sends the appropriate request to
user’s friends selected from the list. If some of them know the answer, they send
them to asker and if he or she is satisﬁed with the answer, the query propagation
is stooped. If none of the friends knows the answer they can forward the query
using the same recommendation mechanism as the asker. The question is routed
through the network until the answer is found or until the predeﬁned number
of network members are provided with the query. If the initial user agrees, the
query and its answer are stored in the database and used when someone asks
the same or similar question in the future. Thus, the SocLaKE system allows to
ﬁnd, access and gather the latent knowledge in the organization. This kind of
knowledge is usually inaccessible by any other means and can be eﬃciently revealed only by making use of local social relationships existing between members
of the large community.
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Query Propagation Boosted with Recomendation
Query Propagation Model

The query propagation can be described using the social query model (SQM)
introduced in [3, 2]. In this model, nodes in the social network are described by a
set of probabilities denoting how people behave when obtain a question related
to the certain domain. Using SQM one can estimate the probability of ﬁnding an
answer to the query propagated over the social network. Originally, authors used
their model to discuss an optimal policy of the nodes (humans) in the network,
i.e. how nodes should route the query to ﬁnd a proper answer eﬀectively. SQM
has been successfully applied in military knowledge sharing support systems [7].
(q)
The probability Pi of ﬁnding the answer to a given query q asked by user
ui can be calculated using SQM concept, in the following way:
(q)

Pi

(q)

(q)

= ei wi + (1 − ei )

n
∑

(q)

πij rij Pj ,

(1)

j=1

where:
(q)

– ei ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that user ui answers the query,
– wi ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that the answer of user ui satisﬁes the
asker,
– πij ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that user ui asks user uj ,
– rij ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that user uj reacts to the query from
user ui .
The probability of ﬁnding the answer by user ui for query q is equal to the
probability that ui is an expert in the query q domain and knows a correct
answer, plus a sum of probabilities that all other persons uj asked by user ui
react and are able to ﬁnd a right answer. Note that the computing based on
Eq. (1) is recursive. Hence, in order to calculate a probability of obtaining the
answer for user ui , all other probabilities have to be estimated.
4.2

Influence of Recommendation on Query Propagation

In this paper, the recommendation will be deﬁned as an ordered, ﬁnite subset of options available to the particular user. While making decisions, humans
are capable of eﬀective evaluating only a few available options. When there are
too many items to choose from, our brain cannot compare them eﬃciently and
individual options are becoming indistinguishable. Usage of recommendations
prevents from information overload and enables users to make their decisions
in a more eﬃcient way. This is because recommendations are, in fact, a form
of pre-evaluation of the larger set of available options. Therefore, recommendations deliver a tool to distinguish between options: there is only a small group
of recommended items whereas the others remain hidden. If users trust the recommendation system they will also be able to make use of recommendation lists
pretty eﬀectively.
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In terms of query propagation, recommendations can be applied at the stage
of choosing the next person to pass the query to. In larger organizations, there
are usually hundreds and even thousands of people who might be potentially
contacted and asked, so choosing among them is almost impossible. Moreover,
even if the choice is limited to the closest friends, there are still many options,
which are hardly distinguishable. As mentioned before, in such case, recommendations can signiﬁcantly improve the decision process. Additionally, people are
not aware of all skills and competences of all their co-workers. For all these
reasons, the usage of recommendations can incorporate a new knowledge into
decision process.
(Ψ )
In the SocLaKE system, a recommendation is represented by sij :

(Ψ )

sij =


n−λmij
i

0

if user uj is at position mij on user’s ui recommendation list
of length ni
,
if user uj is not on the list of recommended users to user ui .

where λ = 0.1 is the shape coeﬃcient.
(Ψ )
The inﬂuence of uj ’s position and recommendation list length on sij is
illustrated in Figure 2.
The value of s(Ψ ) directly depend on recommendation strategy (Ψ ), see Section 5 for details and examples. The SocLaKE system uses its recommendation
strategy (Ψ ) to generate the list of recommended people for every user based on
the social network coeﬃcients.
In our model, a recommendation changes user’s policy πij . The ﬁnal policy
′
πij for user ui , inﬂuenced and modiﬁed by the recommendation, expresses the
′
ui ’s tendency to pass a query to another user uj . The value of πij is expressed
as follows:
′

πij =

(Ψ )

πij exp(ϕi sij )
,
n
∑
(Ψ )
πik exp(ϕi sik )

(2)

k=1

where ϕi ∈ R is susceptibility coeﬃcient of user ui .
Susceptibility ϕi denotes in what extent, in general, recommendations inﬂuence user ui . The greater value of ϕi , the more likely user ui follows recommendations and passes the query to the suggested people. Neither values of ϕi nor
′
πij depend on the query.
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Strategies of Recommendation

SocLaKE is intended to operate on very large social networks. It also has to
work online in order to provide recommendations to users in real time. Therefore, recommender system should be possibly optimized. Its crucial part is the
recommendation strategy Ψ . This strategy is responsible for generating a list of
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Fig. 2. The relation between recommendation strength and user’s position on the recommendation list.

people suggested to each user based on social network data. During the experiments, a set of simple recommendation strategies Ψ were examined, in particular:
1. No recommendation (none) - system does not provide any recommendations;
used to compare with other methods.
2. Random recommendation (m) - for each user, the system recommends m
other users ordered randomly.
3. Expert recommendation - only a user with highest expertise is recommended;
like in expert ﬁnding systems. This strategy is independent from social relationships between people.
4. Best relation (m) - for each user ui , m other users that are most likely to be
chosen according to social relationships are recommended, i.e. by descending
πij value.
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5. Best answering (m) - for each user, m other users most likely to respond to
the query are recommended. Users uj are ordered according to the descending value of their responsiveness rij towards the current user ui .
6. Best answering (st) - for each user ui , all others users having the highest response probability rij and not having exceeded the st limit of responsiveness
are recommended. Users are ordered by descending responsiveness value.

6

Experiments

An example social network has been created for the case study and experiments
and have been published online1 ; see Figure 3. The additional data, especially
appropriate matrices were randomly assigned.

Fig. 3. An example social network

The example social network contains twenty nodes representing company em(q)
ployees (users). Each user ui has been assigned three values: expertise ei for a
given query q, the correctness wi of user ui ’s answers and susceptibility ϕi , see
Section 4. Edges reﬂect relationships between users and are derived from mutual
communication (email, phone calls) or common activities, e.g on internet forums
1

http://www.zsi.pwr.wroc.pl/˜kazienko/datasets/SocLaKE/SocLaKEv1.zip
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or co-authorship of documents. Every edge linking from user ui to uj possesses
two other attributes: policy (πij ) and responsiveness (rij ), see Section 4.1. Overall, edges in Figure 3 represent only user contacts or collaboration extracted from
the data. However, there is always a non-zero probability of the contact between
nodes not connected by any edge derived from the data. These non-zero values
were assigned due to simulation purpose. It means that the ﬁnal social network
is, in fact, a complete graph but most edges have only small values assigned to
their attributes.
In experiments the various recommendation strategies were used, i.e. many
diﬀerent recommendation methods were studied. Each strategy estimated a recommendation for each of 20 users using the information about their relations
and expertise. The generated recommendations were stored in a recommendation matrix. Then, a modiﬁed policy π ′ for each recommendation matrix was
calculated using Eq. (2). Finally, the probability of getting an answer P (q) was
estimated using Eq. (1).
The experiments were conducted using python programming language with
the numerical calculations package (NumPy) installed.

Fig. 4. Recommendation strategies eﬃciency comparison
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Per cent increase in average probability compared to "none"

The summary of experiment results are presented in Figure 4 and Table 1.
They contain average probabilities of ﬁnding an answer for the hypothetical
query q using particular recommendation strategies.
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Table 1. Average probabilities of ﬁnding the answer by means of diﬀerent recommendation strategies ordered ascending

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Recommendation Strategy
best relation m=1
best relation m=2
random m=4
random m=5
none
random m=3
random m=1
best relation m=3
expert
best relation m=4

Av.Pr.
0.4181
0.4205
0.4217
0.4224
0.4233
0.4245
0.4248
0.4259
0.4260
0.4260

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Recommendation Strategy
best relation m=5
random m=2
best answering m=5
best answering m=4
best answering m=3
best answering st=4.0
best answering st=3.0
best answering m=1
best answering m=2
best answering st=2.0

Av.Pr.
0.4262
0.4273
0.4331
0.4373
0.4397
0.4431
0.4440
0.4458
0.4502
0.4502

The recommendation strategy inﬂuences the probability of ﬁnding the answer
to a query by supporting the query propagation in the social network. The best
recommendation strategy applied to the sample social network improved the
average probability of ﬁnding the answer by over 6%. On the other hand, an
improper recommendation strategy can result in lowering this probability. In
the experiment, four strategies performed worse than the base strategy (none).
“The expert strategy”, which is equivalent to the standard expert recommender system did not perform well. Usage this strategy increased the average
probability by less than 1%. The recommended expert - Alice responses well
actually only one person - Alex. Therefore a query is more likely to be answered
by Alice if it is passed via Alex.
Methods recommending people having the highest responsiveness rate (best
answering - see Table 1) were classiﬁed high. It means that choosing people with
the high responsiveness prolongs the life time of the query - increases probability
that someone will react somehow. It is worth noticing that according to our assumptions this strategy does not depend on the query q since the responsiveness
is also query independent.
Figure 5 presents the recommendations generated using the best recommendation strategy - “best answering st=2”. It has increased the average probability
of ﬁnding the answer by nearly 6.5%. Every user is recommended from 2 up to
4 other users. The mostly recommended user is Tom. The least recommended
users are Arnold and Lisa.
The experiments have shown that using recommendations can improve the
eﬃciency of searching information in the social network. Applying even simple
recommendation strategies is beneﬁcial to the query propagation process.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The problem of sharing tacit knowledge inside organizations has been recognized
as a key issue to modern knowledge based companies. The paper addresses one
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darker the
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aspect of this problem, namely sophisticated supporting communication inside
the social network of the company. The novel SocLaKE system is proposed
to carry out this task by means of recommendations. SocLaKE combines the
knowledge about expertise together with social relations between members of the
organization in order to provide its users with high quality information of who to
ask for help when dealing with a certain topic. Besides, SocLaKE can be easily
incorporated into organization’s communication infrastructure and transparently
support communication between its members.
The most important part of the system is the recommendation strategy.
This component generates recommendations for a given user and query. A few
diﬀerent strategies have been examined and compared in the paper. Additionally,
in order to evaluate the strategies, the social query model with recommendations
has been introduced. According to the simulation performed, almost all proposed
strategies improve the probability of ﬁnding the answer even though to diﬀerent
extent.
There are a few key issues left as future work. Before actual deployment
of the SocLaKE system the privacy issues need to be addressed. The proposed
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solution uses sensitive data extracted from communication systems and as such
has to ensure its conﬁdence.
The other problem is the load balancing the communication inside the social
network. SocLaKE should not allow its users to be overwhelmed with the amount
of messages routed to them because it would result in decreased responsiveness.
The dynamic aspect of social networks is also a very important issue. The
SocLaKE system should adapt easily to ever-changing relations between people
as well as to organizational changes inside the company.
All of these issues will have to be addressed before the deployment of the
real-world system.
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